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Technical reasons and scientific justifications 
why additional resources are needed

This is a technical report to request additional resources for the accounting period 2017.
The  objective  of  this  special  project  is  to  perform high-resolution  fully  coupled  aquifer-to-atmosphere
simulations  over  the  European  CORDEX  domain.  The  simulations  are  performed  with  the  integrated
Terrestrial Systems Modeling Platform, TerrSysMP, consisting of the three-dimensional surface-subsurface
model ParFlow, the Community Land Model CLM3.5 and the numerical weather prediction model COSMO
of the German Weather Service (Shrestha et al., 2014; Gasper et al., 2014). The simulation results are used to
interrogate  the  two-way  feedbacks  of  groundwater  and  soil  moisture  dynamics  with  essential  climate
variables, such as air temperature and precipitation, at continental scales. The simulations were finalized, but
an issue with the frequency in the coupling of the modelling systems required additional compute time and
additional testing. 

Moreover, the study was extended to include the anthropogenic impact on the terrestrial water cycle. Here, a
flagship study is performed using realistic daily estimates of human water management for the year 2003, i.e.
considering explicit removal of groundwater storage and irrigation in fully coupled aquifer-to-atmosphere
simulations. Up-to-date, this study is unique, as it is the first study which considers not only irrigation, but
also groundwater abstraction within a physics-based integrated modeling system, and hence allows us to
analyse the water-management induced feedbacks on precipitation. The current experiment design comprises
4 water management simulations using two water management data sets (Wada et  al.  (2012,  2016) and
Siebert  et  al.  (2010);  Siebert  and  Doell  (2010))  and  two  irrigation  schedules  (day-time  vs.  night-time
irrigation). Up-to-date, 1 water management simulation is currently running, but additional simulations are
needed  to  address  the  uncertainty of  the  precipitation  feedback  with  respect  to  the  water  management
quantities and practices. These simulations constitute the last chapter of the PhD thesis from Jessica Keune.
Table 1 summarizes the (minimum) compute time for a one-year water management simulation. Additional
compute time is needed for post-processing, archiving and analysis. 

Table 1. Compute time needed for a single water management simulation with increased time steps for the
hydrologic  compartments  (3  minutes  for  ParFlow and  CLM,  1  minute  for  COSMO)  and  a  3-minutes-
coupling frequency, using a total of 14 nodes, i.e. 504 tasks with 12*12 tasks for ParFlow, 16*16 tasks for
COSMO and 6*6 tasks for CLM3.5. 

Simulation period Average / Total wall clock time Average / Total  SBU 

1 month 45135s   (13h) 101.922

1 year 541622s (155h) 1.223.067

Additional resources are mainly needed for two reasons: 
1) The requested compute time was underestimated, as a subset of simulations had to be repeated due to an
issue related to the temporal frequency in the coupling of the modeling system and the coupling with the
oceans. In this context, the time step of the hydrologic compartments (ParFlow and CLM3.5) was increased
and required additional compute time. 
2) The water management simulations constitute the last chapter of the PhD thesis from Jessica Keune. In
order to finalize the water management simulations in time, including all post-processing procedures, we
kindly request additional 6.000.000 SBU for the accounting period 2017.
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